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Editor’s Note

Now that spring is here, I find myself  yearning for more free time to enjoy the beautiful weather. I want to go 

for bike rides down the trails with my friends, play basketball on the driveway with my brother, and just waste time 

needling over the strawberry plant in our front yard, pulling out the tiniest weeds while I wait for the berries to grow 

heavy with moisture. I want time to go out with my grandparents to Greektown and eat on sidewalk patios, and time 

to enjoy barbecue dinners with my family on the back deck. But most surprisingly, I find I yearn for one simple thing 

the most: lemons. 

I used to love lemons. In fact, I still do. Whenever the meat was too bland or overdone or tough, I would reach for the 

lemons. In my salad, on the potatoes, I would put lemons. The sour zingy bite of  the lemon, the sweet droplets that 

would roll around on your tongue, the zesty fresh fragrance—they were divine. You might start raising your eyebrow 

here and question why I’m enshrining a sour fruit, but there is a reason lemon feels so precious in my memory—be-

cause its exists for me only in my memory. 

Lemons don’t agree with me anymore, along with many other foods I used to enjoy. Now, this may seem like an in-

significant problem (and it truly is, compared to many other ordeals that people have to go through) but there is a 

lesson I learned, which I find grows louder and louder everyday. You never know when something you love is going 

to be taken away from you. (I know it might seem strange that the loss of  lemons prompted this revelation, but there 

are many other things I’ve lost or had to give up this year, and this was the easiest example to digest. Pun intended) 

There are so many things I wish I had done when I had the chance, or tried when I was able to, but they didn’t seem 

so bad to miss, in the moment. We always feel like everything will be there tomorrow, waiting for us, but it won’t. And 

while some things that we lost during the pandemic were temporary, others were not, and this serves as a reminder to 

do the things we enjoy, and take chances before we can’t anymore. 

So as I’m studying for exams, and staring out my window at the flowers bobbing in the breeze in the neighbour’s yard, 

I sometimes wish for things I can no longer have. But instead of  sitting there with the phantom taste of  lemon on my 

tongue, I remind myself  of  the things I still can have. So instead of  wasting away during study breaks, dreaming about 

the past, I get up. I go walking around the block, because I still have working legs. I play basketball with my brother, 

Continued
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because I still have a brother. I go outside and feel the air on my skin, because I am still alive.  

While it may be easy to get lost on memory lane, it’s important to remember that we live in the present. 

There are so many things we still can do, so don’t waste a moment deciding whether or not to do them. As 

you read through this issue, and flip through Julia’s Things to do this Spring and Leela’s The Science of Concerts, 
don’t hesitate in making plans to enjoy springtime in Toronto to the fullest. When you read Naomi’s Tempo 
Rubato, realize how though our lives may be full of  sorrowful moments, we have the power to “respond with 

a melody.” As you go through Ishaan’s short stories, draw upon the lessons that new starts bring opportunity, 

that we may overestimate our adversities, and that even in the darkest of  moments, there is a chance that 

things will get better. And yes, even as you read through The Whisperer and its response, The Speaker, laugh 

and remember that we can still smile in stressful times.  

Now, as spring reaches a crescendo and summer approaches, don’t waste time. I hope you’ll do the things you 

love and enjoy life, because as the past few years have taught all of  us, life can change in a snap. 

But until then, enjoy what you can and soak up some sun. 
I know I will.
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Neel Akash
By: Ishaan Goswami

Glossary
Maharani – Bengali term for Empress 

Zamindar – A Landlord of  immense power in British India 

Baba – Bengali word for father  

Pandit – A Hindu Priest  

Joishtha – A Bengali Summer Month corresponding to May-June  

Srabon – A Bengali Monsoon Month corresponding to July-August  

Bhadra – A Bengali Monsoon Month corresponding to August-September  

Ogrohayon – A Bengali Autumn Month corresponding to November-December 

Poush – A Bengali Autumn Month corresponding to December-January  

Lekhoker chhodmonam – Bengali for pen name  

Gotra – A Hindu concept of  lineage that is of  traditional importance in the marriage process. 

“Ekti meye shikhit kora uchit noy. A 
girl should not be educated.”

Gouriprasanna Banerji stood with his back to the 

window, his stony features a shadow set against 

the backdrop of  light.  

“India has been independent for five years,” his 

wife Bishwadebi said. “The years of  oppression 

are over. The young girls are our country’s future.” 

“Look, girls should be taught how to raise chil-

dren and maintain a household; not how to do 

calculus and Sanskrit,” said Banerji.  

“Look at the Britishers; they have a Maharani 

ruling their empire.”  

“The Britishers also destroyed our country. They 

aren’t a good reference for anything, Bishwadebi.” 

He turned his back to Bishwadebi and stared out 

the window, squinting at his small estate.

Gouriprasanna Banerji was a middle aged zamin-

dar, fed up with the destabilizing changes that 

had taken hold of  his life. When the Bengal was 

carved up with a butcher’s cleaver, his ancestral za-

mindari of  Debipore was engulfed into Pakistan. 

Gouriprasanna decided to pack up and leave for 

Calcutta. His brother, Nagendra was a business-

man in the city, and helped Gouriprasanna settle 

down in India.  

Gouriprasanna brought along his wife, Bishwade-

bi, and their teenage children Kishore and Bidya 

to Calcutta.  
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“Baba, I need to go out to meet with my friends. 

Can I take out the car?” Kishore asked. 

“Yes, yes. Go ahead. Just be back before dinner. 

You need to study for your physics examinations, 

babu. Master Sengupta has told me this exam will 

determine your eligibility to study at Cambridge.” 

“Of course, baba.” 

Kishore Roy Banerji: son of  Gouriprasanna, and 

on track to become an engineering student at 

Cambridge. Gouriprasanna and his father, Mad-

habmohendro were both educated at Cambridge in 

the law. It was Gouriprasanna’s wish that the Roy 

Banerji family continued the tradition. The Roy 

Banerji men, that is. 

“Oy Bidya, come down,” called Banerji. “We need 

to talk.” 

Bidya was a beautiful girl. At 17, her hair fell to her 
waist, and she always dressed in modest and refined 
saris and blouses. 

“Yes baba, why do you call?” 

“I was talking with your Nagendra kaka, and we 

agreed it is time for you to get married. We found 

you several suitors: all from well-respected Brah-

min families. The first is Mohon Mukhopadhyay 

of  Murshidabad. He is undertaking his PhD in 

chemistry at the University of  Calcutta…” 

“Baba, wait a minute. This is all so foreign. I’m 

just 17. What about college?” 

“Ah, college is useless for girls. Girls need to learn 

domestic skills. You learn that through marriage.” 

“But… but…” 

“But what, huh?” 

“My school’s principal, Doctor Narayan said that 

I am en route to win scholarship at the University 

of  Calcutta.” 

“So what?” 

“I have so much potential, baba.”

“Nah, nah. Tumi ekti meye hoy. You 
are a girl.” 

Gouriprasanna read off  a list written on white 

card. Kalicharan Ganguli of  Jamshedpur; lawyer. 

Anant Chakraborty of  Serampore; doctor. Bishnu 

Chattopadhyay of  Dibrugarh; engineer. “Baba, all 

these men are educated. Very well educated. Why 

can’t I be educated.” 

“Oh Bidya, once you have your own children you’ll 

understand. Chakraborty babu and his family are 

in Calcutta for some family business. Likewise for 

Chattopadhyay. I’ll arrange for them to come here. 

You can meet the boy and see if  he likes you.” 

“What is his birthday, babu?” Bishwadebi quietly 

asked from the door of  the room.  

“28 of  Bhadra, 1333. In the Western calendar, 

September 12, 1926.” 

“Oh my, he’s nine years older than Bidya?” 

“There’s nine years between us, Bishwadebi.” 

“These age gaps are a relic of  the past!”  

“An older man will mature Bidya. What about the 

others?” 

“Ganguli is 21 of  Poush, 1336. Chakraborty is 30 

of  Joishtha, 1332. Chattopadhyay is 5 of  Ogro-

hayon, 1338.”  

“Hmmm. Bidya is the first of  Bhadra, 1342. 

All these men are much older!” Bishwadebi pro-

claimed. 

“Fine. I can see the contention with the first three. 

Fine. But Chattopadhyay is not much older than 

Bidya. I think that would be fine.” 

“Have you done the horoscope matching?” 

“Nagendra got them done by Pandit Gobind-

narayan at Kalighat Mandir. They are all suitable 

matches.”  

While Bishwadebi slowly regressed under her hus-

band’s forceful demands, Bidya quietly pondered 

about her future. Everything she had been dream-

ing of  was going up in flames.  

“Chattopadhyay’s father, Jnaneshwar Chattopad-

hyay is here in Calcutta. I can arrange for them to 

come to the house. I’ll tell Chakraborty babu that 

the match will not happen,” Gouriprasanna said.  

“What about the rest of  the Chattopadhyays?” 

Bishwadebi asked. 

“Chattopadhyay’s wife, Kobitamoyi is with him 

along with their daughter Shanta. Bishnu is in 

Dibrugarh.” 

“So, Bidya will be meeting the entire family ex-

cluding the man she is proposed to?”  

“It’s not ideal, but it is okay. We’ll figure it out.”  

“Bidya, is that fine?” Bishwadebi asked demurely.
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“It’s not like my opinion matters any-
way. Pita Parmeshwar, no? Father’s 

will is absolute.”

Bidya stormed off  to her room. She collapsed 

into her bed sobbing. She pulled out a bundle of  

papers hidden under her bed. They were a collec-

tion of  stories she had written throughout her 

teenage years. All of  them were handwritten, with 

a pen name written on the top of  each page; a 

lekhoker chhodmonam in Bengali. Her pen name 

was Swapnanath, the protector of  dreams. What 

dreams was she protecting, though? Her dreams 

were always just an extension of  her father’s ambi-

tions. She never knew. That was, until now.  

“Bidya, ki holo sundormukhi? What happened 

beautiful?” Kishore asked, while perched against 

her bedroom door frame.  

“Oh Kishore, when will you learn how to knock? 

Wait, didn’t you go out with your friends?” 

“As I was leaving, I heard baba talking about your 

marriage. I thought I should probably stay. Some-

thing interesting to hear,” he smirked.  

“Oh. I was concerned as to where baba’s beloved 

Jaguar was.” 

“You hate that car, don’t you?”  

“It’s frustrating. He cares more about some damn 

car he got shipped over from London than he does 

his own daughter.” 

“True. I don’t know what to say. It’s not a logical 

basis. Definitely not. But it is what society holds 

true.” 

“Doesn’t mean it’s fair.” 

“Of course not. I’m sorry. I think they are calling 

the Chattopadhyay family over for tea and snacks 

tonight.” 

“Hmph. By the end of  this week, you won’t have 

a sister to bug in your house.” 

Kishore looked shellshocked. Kishore was a year 

older than Bidya, but they had an unbreakable 

bond. They got on each other’s nerves, but they 

loved each other. Kishore shifted towards the 

window of  Bidya’s room, throwing his cotton 

jacket onto her chair.  

“What do you have in your hands, Bidya?” 

“Just some stories and poems I’ve written.” 

“Hah, do I have the female Rabindranath Tagore 

in my family?”  

“Don’t tease me!”  

“I’m just kidding, sundormukhi. So, what’s your 

lekhoker chhodmonam?”  

“Guess?” 

“Sundormukhi?!” 

“Oh babu.” 

“Well, you were always going to be named Swap-

na. Our mother’s father, Subodh Gangopadhyay 

dreamt that he would have a granddaughter that 

would change a world with her dreams. Is your 

lekhoker chhodmonam Swapna… Swapnamoyi?”  

“Swapnanath.” 

“Nath? Why? That’s for men!” 

“Do you think anyone would accept stories writ-

ten by a woman?”  

“Why not?” 

“I’m a girl. No one takes us seriously.”  

“Swapnamoyi is pretty. The one endowed with 

dreams.”  

“So is Swapnanath.”  

As soon as Bidya said that she cringed. Part of  it 

was the sting of  tears on her cheeks. Part of  it, was 

that Kishore was right. Swapnamoyi was a better 

lekhoker chhodmonam than Swapnanath. 

“Sundormukhi, don’t cry. We’ll make it through 

this. I promise. Here, let me read one of  your sto-

ries.” 

Before Bidya could tear the papers out of  his 

hands, he found a story. Shudhu Ami Ebong Tumi.
Just me and you.  

“The rains of  Srabon tormented the farmers of  

Debipore. It was a dreadful monsoon. The harvest 

was destined to be good; but it harboured destruc-

tion. Subodh Krishok was running home from the 

rice paddies. Krishok, not because that was his last 

name. Krishok, because he was a farmer, and that 

was all they were good for. Feeding those above 

them. Oh Sundormukhi. Amar Sundormukhi… 

Wait, Bidya, Sundormukhi?”  

“Yeah. I’ve always liked the name. The girl with the 

beautiful face.” 

Kishore started to cry. This only exasperated his sis-
ter’s meltdown. They clutched each other, sobbing 
together. Their world was going to change, and they 
couldn’t do anything about it.

Later that Day

“Nomoshkar, Chattopadhyay babu. Pranam, Sri-

mati Chattopadhyay, Harano Shanta. Pranam 

Pandit Ji.” 

In a meeting traditional of  Hindus, hands were 

folded in prayer. A soul meeting a soul. The Chat-

topadhyay family were brought into the Banerjis’ 

sitting room. Pandit Gobindnarayan of  Kalighat 

came over as well, to help with any astrological 

considerations. Bishwadebi brought out tea for the 

guests.  
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“I’m aware, as your brother Nagendra clearly told 

us. Could you tell me about your family history? 

We are traditional Brahmins, and we value this.” 

“Of course. Our Gotra is Shandilya. My father, 

Madhabmohendro Bandyopadhyay was a Zamin-

dar and lawyer. His father, Gopimohon Bandyop-

adhyay was a civil servant for the British. His fa-

ther before him, Krishnakanta Bandyopadhyay was 

a Pandit.”  

“A respectable lineage. Very respectable. Our Go-

tra is Kashyap. My three forefathers were all civil 

servants, much like your grandfather. Modhunath 

Chattopadhyay; Robidas Chattopadhyay; Khetra-

nath Chattopadhyay. Why did your family change 

your name from Bandyopadhyay to Banerji?” 

“When my father sent me to England, he changed 

the name on my documentation to Banerji to bet-

ter acclimatize.”  

“I see. Well, I have no objection to the marriage. 

Neither do my wife nor daughter,” Chattopadhyay 

said with conviction. He refused to even look to-

wards the women on the far side of  the room. The 

Pandit made an observation: 

“Banerji babu, Chattopadhyay babu; I have an ob-

servation. Both of  your children were born under 

Brihaspati – Jupiter. He is the planet of  expansion, 

wisdom, and knowledge. Your children are com-

plementary. A match made by the stars.” 

“Perfect! So, tell me, when is the best time for a 

wedding?” Gouriprasanna asked. 

“I’d recommend before the end of  Bhadra. It is the 

26th of  Bhadra already. I’d recommend the mar-

riage happen on the 31st of  Bhadra.”  

“So soon? Banerji babu, is that okay with you?” 

“It’s a match made by the stars. Of 
course, I am okay with it.”  

31st of Bhadra, 1359 

“Sri Bishnu Roy Chattopadhyay, son of  Sri Jnane-

shwar Roy Chattopadhyay, do you swear to pro-

tect your wife?” 

“I do.” 

“Harano Bidya Roy Banerji, daughter of  Gourip-

rasanna Roy Banerji, do you swear to serve your 

husband?”  

“I do.” 

Pandit Gobindnarayan walked the couple through 

the holy vows of  Hindu marriage. The fire God, 

Agni was sanctifying the marriage through the fire 

and fire offerings made through the elaborate cer-

emony. Due to the rushed nature of  the wedding, 

this was the first time the bride and groom saw 

each other.   

After the ceremony was over, Bidya was led to a 

palanquin. She was to be taken away to her in-law’s 

house, off  in Dibrugarh. She now shared it with 

her husband.  

“I’ll miss you so much baba,” Bidya cried. Her 

kohl was starting to puddle under her eyes. 

“I’ll miss you too, Bidya,” Gouriprasanna respond-

ed. He remained stoic while wiping his daughter’s 

eyes with a shawl.  

“Make sure you take care of  your husband. Pati 

Parmeshwar,” Bishwadebi quietly said. She was de-

feated.  

“I’ll come visit you at the end of  Ashwin, Sundor-

mukhi,” Kishore said. He was the most hopeful of  

the Banerjis.  

Once Bidya was finally in the palanquin, she saw 

her husband’s face for the first time. Bishnu seemed 

charming, but in a quiet and bookish manner.  

“Nice to meet you, Swapnamoyi.”

“My God. You married me and you don’t know 

my name?” 

“Of course, I do.” 

“Swapnamoyi? Only Kishore… wait…” 

Bishnu held out a paperback book. In Bengali it 

read Biswer Golpo, dbara Swapnamoyi – Stories of  

the World, by Swapnamoyi.  

“What the… what?” 

“Kishore got your stories published. They’re beautiful. 
Really beautiful. You’re so bright and talented, Bidya.”

“Well what good is that now?” 

“I want to take you to Gauhati. It’s the capital of  

Assam. I was offered a position there. They have 

a newly established University. I want you to 

pursue your BA.” 

“Stop pulling my leg.”  

“I’m not. As you said at the end of  Shudhu Ami 
Ebong Tumi, borshar bishrnkola shesh. Ki baki 

chil, neel akash. As the monsoon ended, all was 

left was a blue sky. I’ll free you. You can finally 

take flight.” 

“Oh Pati, I love you so much.” 

“I love you too. And I love your work, 
Swapnamoyi.” 

“Thank you, my Neelakash.”
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A short story by Ishaan Goswami

Doctor Siddharth Rao sat alone at his desk. The first blizzard of  his life was in full attack; an onslaught on the college 
town. When he had signed those papers back in Nagpur, he knew what he was signing himself  up for; a life far away 
from his family, in the freezing cold for much of  the year. At least he knew he would be well-paid. A little consolation 
for the sub-freezing temperatures.   

“Doctor Rao, there is a board meeting,” said a gruff  voice from the hall. “I know you just got to town, but I think it 
would be appropriate to get you well acquainted as soon as possible.”  

Rao looked up from his work and took off  his glasses. “I’d be inclined to agree. I can set up my office later. When does 
the term start again?”  

“Monday. You have the weekend to set up, Rao. Now, should we get going?”  

“Sure, Headmaster Clyde.”  

Harrington was one of  the premier boarding schools in Maine. Located in Waterville, it was a short walk away from 
Colby College; one of  America’s most prestigious liberal arts colleges. Rao had actually applied to be a professor at 
Colby. His colleague, Professor Sen at the University of  Nagpur, had studied at Colby, and put in a good word for 
Rao. Apparently, there was a surplus of  mathematicians at Colby, and a shortage at Harrington. Rao still took the 
opportunity; he wanted to leave India.   

“Gentlemen,” said Headmaster Clyde to the board. “Here is Doctor Siddharth Madhav Rao. He is our new chair of  
mathematics. He will be teaching senior level calculus and junior level trigonometry and geometry. I’ll let him introduce 
himself.”  

Rao was at the head of  the oval conference table. Ten men already seated in ring formation stared back at him. Rao was 
the outlier. He had just graduated with his PhD a few months ago. Most of  the men here had taught for forty some 
years. Rao was just twenty-five. Another distinct difference, that stood out like a sore thumb was that Rao was the only 
Indian.   

“Good evening. As Headmaster Clyde so graciously introduced, I am Doctor Rao. I come from Nagpur in India. I hold 
a master’s and doctorate in mathematics from the University of  Nagpur, where I stood first in my class. My dissertation 
was on discrete applications of  chaos theory.”  

“Doctor Rao, I’m Mr. Fitzgerald. Preston Fitzgerald. I’m the chair of  physical sciences here. Now, it’s a pleasure to 
meet you. It really is. But I have a concern. You seem like you just got off  the boat from India without any teaching 
experience. I respect your education. I really do. But I don’t think you’re fit for this job.”  

“Fitzgerald, mind your tongue,” Headmaster Clyde sternly warned.   

A New Start
Waterville, Maine 1950Waterville, Maine 1950

“It’s fine, Headmaster. I thank you for your concerns, Mr. Fitz-
gerald. I agree – I too don’t think I’m the best fit. I don’t have 
the tenure to show myself  as you gentlemen do, nor do I have 
the experience in this country to show I would be a good fit. 
All I do know is that I have a good understanding of  math-
ematics. Unparalleled. I also know I can convey mathematics 
well. Do I have anything to show for these claims? No. I have 
nothing to show. But I ask for your faith.”   

Mr. Fitzgerald leaned back slightly, seemingly processing this 
information. The others looked around the table, gauging the 
effect of  Rao’s words on each other before assenting.  

“Well put, Rao. Well put. I put my faith in you. You better 
not fail us,” Fitzgerald responded. The rest of  the men got up, 
and started clapping. He met them one by one. Kingston of  
chemical science, Halls of  geography, Smith of  classics, and 
they went on.   

Rao had never expected this welcome. His father, Madhav 
Shankar Rao went to Germany to study medicine. He stud-
ied in a war-torn and depression-stricken 1920s Hamburg. 
He had never felt at home. There was always a subtle current 
of  animosity aimed at him and other foreigners who studied 
abroad. It was this feeling of  isolation that scarred Madhav. 
The same scar that banned the younger Rao from traveling 
abroad. The same scar he tore open; undoing thirty some years 
of  healing.   

“Rao, there’s a telegram for you. From Thane, I believe. It’s on 
your desk.”   

“Thanks, Headmaster Clyde.”  

“Please just call me Doctor Clyde. No need for the formali-
ties.”   

On Rao’s desk, a telegram from his native Maharashtra, a west-
ern state of  India, sat there, waiting to be opened. Rao didn’t 
want to open it though. He set up his entire office, eating away 
time until one o’clock in the morning, well after the other de-
partment heads had left. Rao just sat there at his desk, peering 
at the snow caked against his window, thinking.   

A knock on his door came.  

“Is anyone here?”   

“Come in.”  

A gregarious man entered the doorway, looking bemusedly 
around the too-neatly ordered room.  “Rao, why are you still 
here?”   

“Just wanted to settle in. Make myself  at home. Yourself, Kens-
ington?”  

“Preparing my lecture notes. These lessons on the revolution-
ary war won’t write themselves, will they?”   

“So, how are you finding Maine? Probably hasn’t been this cold 
in Nagpur – you’re from Nagpur right?”  

“I like it. It’s peaceful and quiet up here. And yes, I’m from 
Nagpur.”  

“Please enlighten me, where in India is it? I only know of  Cal-
cutta and Delhi and Bombay.”  

“Nagpur is in the heart of  India. If  Calcutta, Delhi, and Bom-
bay were three points of  a triangle, Nagpur would be its cir-
cumcentre.”   

“You lost me at triangle! Hah, anyways, I’ll let you get back to 
work. Hey, what’s this?” Kensington picked up the envelope, 
flipping it over.  

“It’s nothing. Don’t worry about it.”  

“It has Indian postage on it. Is it a telegram?” Kensington 
peered at the colour postage.  

“Yeah. I don’t feel like reading it.”   

“C’mon, I’ll read it for you.”  

Before Rao could put up a protest, Kensington grabbed a blunt 
knife from Rao’s desk and opened the letter.   
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“Bhau – medicine – 50 – re. What does that mean?”  

“Brother needs medicine. Fifty rupees.”   

“Oh no. How much is fifty rupees?”   

“Er, I’m not too sure. Probably around the same in dollars?”   

“Good lord. What happened to your brother?”  

“Consumption... eh, tuberculosis. He’s needed money from me 
for the last few years. I don’t have enough to send. Our other 
brother is a lawyer, but he’s not on talking terms with the rest 
of  the family.”  

“Hm. I see. Sorry for prying.” Kensington put the telegram 
and knife gently on the desk, eyeing Rao with some concern 
in his gaze.  

“No harm intended, none inflicted. Now, good night, Kens-
ington. I’ll see you tomorrow.”  

“Night.”   

 Kensington left Rao’s oak-panelled office. Rao opened up his 
portfolio from his desk. They were immigration papers.   

“Petitioner: Dr. Siddharth Madhav Rao. Petitioned: Mrs. 
Meera Siddharth Rao (22); Ms. Jyoti Siddharth Rao (4); Mr. 
Ravi Siddharth Rao (2).”   

Under the work visa Rao was given, he was permitted to bring 
over his family. The issue was that Rao left India without his 
family. He had to make it to Maine before the winter term 
started at Harrington. His two children, just infants, were put 
under their father’s passport. But their father wasn’t in India. 
Rao had to petition to the Indian government to let them trav-
el with their mother.   

Siddharth had married Meera when they were twenty and sev-
enteen respectively. Her father, Shankar Gaonkar, was a free-
dom fighter who had taken a liking to the younger scholar 
when he visited his friend at the University of  Nagpur. The 
newly married couple lived at Siddharth’s parents’ house until 
his PhD was complete. Their two young children, Jyoti and 

Ravi, lived with their mother while she anxiously waited for 
news on their immigration status.   

The golden watch gifted to Siddharth by his father-in-law at 
his wedding read 1:30. Siddharth’s apartment was adjacent to 
the faculty offices. Most of  the faculty at the school lived on 
campus; there wasn’t much else to do in Waterville than work. 
Siddharth faintly knew that Kingston of  chemistry lived in 
Albany when term wasn’t in session. Siddharth locked up his 
office, and returned to his apartment. It was barren and soli-
tary. He liked it.   

Monday January 9, 1950  Monday January 9, 1950  

“Good morning class. Welcome to calculus. My 
name is Doctor Siddharth Rao, and I am the new 
department head for mathematics here at Har-
rington. I would also like to express my condolenc-
es for the passing of  the late department head Mr. 
Morrison. Now, I would like all of  you to introduce 
yourself. You, in the front row farthest to my left. 
Introduce yourself.”  

“I’d rather not.”   

“I request that you do, young sir.”  

“Ugh… Harold Gladstone.” Gladstone’s chin jutted 
out slightly.   

“Thank you Mr. Gladstone. Now may I ask, what 
are your post-secondary plans and your reasoning 
for being in this class?”  

“The hell do you want to know, Hindoo?”   

Siddharth stood silently. The class of  twenty stu-
dents was made up of  11 boys and 9 girls; all of  
which were stunned.  

“Mr. Gladstone. Let’s try that again.”  

“How about we don’t?”  

“To Headmaster Clyde, right now.”  

“FINE! I’ll tell my father about this. A Hindoo sent me to the 
headmaster. He’ll be livid.”  

“Good for your father.”   

Gladstone ragefully left the classroom. Rao continued the in-
troductions with the rest of  his class. He learned about Lydia 
who wanted to be a nurse; Nathaniel who wanted to be a tho-
racic surgeon; Joseph who wanted to be a lawyer. When Rao’s 
high school teacher, Master Sahasrabuddhe, asked the same 
question to him and his class a decade ago, the same bright-
eyed dreams were proposed. But only a handful would come 
to fruition. Many would be married off  young, condemned 
to lives of  domestic and manual labor. The Nagpur Siddharth 
was raised in was impoverished. It was only because of  govern-
ment scholarships that he could go to university. These kids 
didn’t have the imminent threat of  poverty weighing down 
their dreams.   

“Class, I would like to ask if  I said anything to upset Mr. 
Gladstone, or any of  you for that matter?”   

“No, Doctor Rao. You didn’t. Harold has issues with change,” 
a girl with platinum blonde hair replied.  

“Lucille, correct?”  

“Meredith.”  

“I’m so sorry Meredith.”  

“No worries, we’re all nervous on our first days. So, what is the 
lesson for today?”   

“Thanks. Our first lesson is on limits. Class, please get your 
notebooks out. I also implore all of  you to pay attention, as I 
might call on you to solve a question.”   

The next hour flew by. Rao was a talented and effortless lec-
turer who kept his class engaged. His matte black hair was 
slightly dampened by sweat from nervousness.  

“Meredith, can you stay after class for a second?”  

“Did I do something wrong, Doctor Rao?”  

“No, not at all. I just wanted to thank you for that back there.”  

“No worries. I know what it’s like being the outsider.”  

“Now, could you help me get acquainted with the school 
grounds? I’ve been here all but a few days, and spent most of  it 
working in my office.”  

“Of  course. I have next period off. I can walk you around, if  
you’re free as well?”  

“Yeah. My next class is trigonometry, fourth period.”   

“Do you want lunch first?”   

“Sure. I still haven’t figured out where hall is.”  

Rao took his portfolio from his satchel and looked over their 
contents carefully. Once satisfied, he inserted them into a ma-
nila envelope, with the recipient and return address already as-
cribed; the postage already affixed.  

“Can we go to the campus post office first? I want to bring my 
family to their new home.” 
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Mukti – Bengali word for freedom 
Pronom – A Bengali greeting 
Ma – Bengali word for mother
Ashirbad – Bengali word meaning blessings
Putro – Bengali word for son
Bhalonam – Literally meaning “Good name” – someone’s legal name
Daknaam – Bengali word for nickname 
Konya – Bengali word for daughter
Dirghojeeri hao – Bengali phrase meaning “live long”
Dadima – Bengali word for paternal grandmother 
Shashurima – Bengali word for mother-in-law
Putrobodhu – Bengali word for daughter-in-law 
Dadu – Bengali word for paternal grandfather
Ingreji – Bengali word for “Britisher” or “Westerner” 
Baba – Bengali word for Father 

A short story by Ishaan Goswami

“Pronom, Ma. How was the plane ride?”

“Ashirbad, putro. It was fine. Very long, but it was fine.” 

“Did you have to take a flight from Islamabad?”

“We weren’t allowed to fly to the West of  the country. We had to take a bus from Chittagong to Agartala in India 
through Comila. From Agartala we took the train to Delhi, and there we flew.”
“I see.” 

Bhubaneshwar Lahiri was a professor of  psychiatry at the University of  Virginia. He was one of  three South Asian 
professors in the medical school. His colleagues, Doctor Radhakrishna Iyengar and Doctor Fazlullah Hayat were from 
India. Bhubaneshwar was a Pakistani. Well, an East Pakistani to be specific.

Fondly called Bob by his colleagues and students, Bhubaneshwar was born in 1925 in Chittagong, a city in an undivided 
British Bengal to Soumya and Digambari Lahiri. 

Mukti
GlossaryGlossary

Charlottesville, Virginia 1971Charlottesville, Virginia 1971

Bob was awarded a scholarship to study medicine at the 
University of  Bombay; some 2,500 kilometres away. He grad-
uated in 1949 at the top of  his class. During his studies, India 
became independent. His hometown, Chittagong, became a 
part of  East Pakistan. His father Soumya was killed during 
communal riots in 1947. Digambari never told Bob until after 
he graduated. She claimed Soumya had a stroke and could no 
longer write; hence the lack of  letters from him. Bob fell in love 
with Shweta Deo, an English PhD student at the University of  
Bombay. They were married in 1948. 

“Bhubaneshwar, where are the kids?”

“Aha, yeah. Grace is upstairs. Nick and Lucy should be picked 
up from university around now. Harry is on the way back from 
school.”

“Who? I meant your children, not your students.”

“Oh… Gouri is Grace. Neelkantho is Nick. Lokhi is Lucy. 
Horish is Harry.”

“Oh God. Why have you given you children English names?”
“It’s easier for others to pronounce. Neelkantho isn’t the easi-
est name to say, is it?”

“Neelkantho is the name of  the Lord Shiva! It is disrespectful 
to say it isn’t easy to say.”

“Their bhalonams are still Indian, Ma. Think of  their English 
names as their daknams.”

“Fine. Oh, Gouri konya! Niche neme eso! Come downstairs!”
“Dadima! Nomoshkar, kemon acchen?!” 

Grace ran down the stairs as she heard her grandmother’s 
name. She was the eldest of  the Lahiri children. She was born 
in 1949 in Bombay. As a baby, she went with her parents on 
a ship to New York. This is where her younger siblings would 
be born. Bob was enraged by the deception surrounding his fa-
ther’s death. He applied for residency in the United States. He 
was admitted to Columbia University’s psychiatry program, 
and took it. He packed up his life in India and ran away to 
New York with his family. This was Grace’s first time meeting 
her grandmother.

“Dirghojeeri hao, konya,”

“How was your trip, dadima?”

“Long. Very long. But finally I get to see you. You’re really 
beautiful, Gouri.”

“Oh, thank you dadima,” Grace quietly blushed. She looked 
like a mirror image of  her mother at her age. Beautiful, with 
ink black hair cut above her shoulders. 

“Dadima, was the trip safe?”

“Hah, I had to leave Chittagong under the cover of  night. Us 
Hindus are put under much scrutiny. The civil war is tearing 
East Pakistan apart.” 

Earlier that year, East Pakistan started a war of  independence. 
The West Pakistani government deposed the popularly elected 
East Pakistani Prime Minister Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. This 
was the final straw. Since 1947, the Eastern and Western halves 
of  Pakistan were at each other’s throars . The East Pakistani 
Bengali language was seen as being too “Hindu” for a country 
built on the basis of  being “for Muslims.” That was a major 
source of  resentment in the divided nation. The doorbell rang.

“Harry, meet your grandmother.” 

“Oh, namaskar aji, aap kasa ahesa?”

“Wrong language, Harry.”

“What other language does she speak? Grandmother, you’re 
Marathi, right?”

“Hah. I’m Bengali. Has your father not taught you Bengali? 
You know Lahiri is a Bengali last name.”

“Oh, I didn’t know you were my dadima. Nomoshkar.”
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An uneasy tension between Digambari and Bob started to 
form. It had always been there, but it had never been this palpa-
ble. Grace started making tea for the family. Harry awkwardly 
worked on trigonometry in the living room while Digambari 
and Bob were catching up on the twenty-two years since they 
last spoke in person. As boiling tea was poured from a porce-
lain teapot into neatly arranged cups, the front door opened. 

“Fundamentally, comedy believes that the world is a place of  
order. Tragedy believes that the world is a place of  chaos… 
Oh, pronom shashurima!”

“Nomoshkar putrobodhu. And who do we have here?”

Nick and Lucy prostrated themselves in front of  their grand-
mother. Shweta put down her satchel with her papers. Digam-
bari instantly looked at her Westernized dress with disdain. 
Digambari had worn saris her entire life. Seeing her daughter-
in-law wearing a knee length dress was scandalous.

“Shweta. In the sixty-six years I have been on this earth, I have 
never seen an Indian woman wear such a short dress. What 
happened to your modesty?”

“Shashurima, this is the American way of  dressing. We are no 
longer in India.” 

“So was it you that decided to give your children Ingreji dak-
naams?” 

“Ma, that was a mutual decision. Respect it. You are in our 
house,” Bob said  in. The children awkwardly stood around in 
the living room. 

“Is that anyway to speak to your mother?” Digambari asked 
coldly.  

“It is, when she refuses to tell her son his father had been dead 
for two years.” 

The twenty-two-year-old spite still ran through Bob’s blood. 
The children were in shock. Bob had never spoken of  his fa-
ther. All they knew was that he was a government official who 
died in the 1940s. A stately photograph of  him hung in the 
living room. He was a handsome man, with well groomed hair 

and a waxed mustache. He looked a lot like an older version of  
Harry, minus the waxed mustache. 

“You still hold that against me, Bhubaneshwar?”

“Of course I do. Wouldn’t you?”

“No. I was trying to protect you.” 

“Baba, what happened?” Lucy asked. She was the most inter-
ested in the family’s history. Her father was impassive though. 

“I’ll tell you what happened, Lokhi konya,” Digamabri said. 
“Your dadu was Sir Soumya Jagannath Lahiri. He was born 
in Cuttack in 1899. He was the deputy governor of  Bengal 
from 1939 to 1947. He was a lawyer by training, and quickly 
rose through the ranks of  the government. He was knighted 
by King George VI for his services to Emperor and Empire. 
In 1947, your father was in Bombay studying medicine. Your 
dadu came to Chittagong from Calcutta to help refugees travel 
to India. In a riot, his convey was attacked. He was murdered.”

“And your dadima decided not to tell me,”  Bob responded.

“I did what I thought was right. If  you left Bombay, you would 
have come back to blood shed. You would have left your stud-
ies. You would have sought revenge.”

“Well, you didn’t protect me very well, did you?” 

Shweta took the children upstairs. Bob and Digambari were 
left alone.

“Putro, I regret what I did. I have regretted it every day since 
1947. I did what I thought was right.”

“Hmph. We all do what we think is right. Now listen Ma. I 
don’t know how long the civil war in Pakistan will go on for. 
I can’t have you going back to Chittagong. But, I can’t let you 
treat Shweta like that.”

“She’s turned my grandchildren into Ingrejis!”

“She’s looking out for our children. The exact same call you 
made with baba. You need to respect that.”

“She’s looking out for our children. The exact same call you 
made with baba. You need to respect that.”

“I’ll try.”

“Oh Shweta! Children! Come down.”

Bob and Digambari had reached an uneasy understanding. Bob 
took a record from his collection and started playing it. It was 
the soundtrack to the Bengali movie Indrani, the first Benga-
li movie Bob and Shweta watched together. While Bob sang 
along with the song “Neer Choto Khoti Nei” with Grace and 
Nick, Shweta was speaking to Digambari.

“So, putrobodhu what work do you do?”

“I teach English literature at the university. Bob and I actually 
met while I was doing my PhD in Bombay.”

Shweta calling Bhubaneshwar Bob made Digambari cringe. In 
her life, Digambari called her husband by his name to his face 
only once. When he was on his death bed at the Chittagong 
general hospital. 

“Ah, I see. Lokhi… oh, I mean Lucy. What are you studying 
in university?”

“I’m studying engineering. Chemical engineering, actually.” 

“I’m really glad. I’ve always campaigned for the education of  
girls. Did your father ever tell you about his time in Chit-
tagong?”

“Not really,” Lucy said. Shweta, Harry, and Lucy were in-
trigued.

“Hm, well… where should we start. Your dadu passed quite a 
few bills to create schools and colleges for girls in Bengal. In 
particular, he set up the Sri Shyama Roy Lahiri Konyo Bidyalay 
in Chittagong. He named it after his father who was a lawyer. 
It was dedicated to teaching girls, and I was its headmaster. 
Your father used to tease the girls when he was a teenager. Like 
Krishna and the Gopis, he was a real troublemaker! One time, 
he tied together the braids of  two of  my pupils!”

Harry and Lucy started laughing at their father’s youthful in-
discretions. Shweta started to blush, hearing about her hus-
band’s mischievous tendencies. 

“Ma, please don’t tell me you’ve been telling the kids about my 
youth,” Bob said with a smile. 

“I cannot make a comment, as your baba would’ve said,” Di-
gambari smiled. 

“Shashurima, we should have dinner. I prepared it before my 
lecture. I hope you enjoy. It is a mixture of  three cultures’ 
foods.”

“So like this family,” Digambari replied. There was a hint of  re-
sentment in her tone, but it was ignored by Shweta who rushed 
into the kitchen. 

“Dadima, give her a break, please. She’s spent the whole day 
preparing food. She really wants to impress you,” Grace said.

“Okay. I’ll do that for you, Gouri… Grace…”

The family’s dining table was laden with delicacies from Bob’s 
Bengal, Shweta’s Maharashtra, and the Lahiris’ America. 

“Shashurima, here is some vada pav, a speciality of  Bombay. 
Bob… oh, Bhubaneshwar has always told me about your sob-
jirer biriyani, which I have tried to recreate here. I have some 
curries like Bengali shorisha-begun, and Marathi bhindi-bhaji 
along with American lasagna. Lasagna is like, tomato curry 
with… roti? It’s hard to explain! For dessert I have roshgullos 
I bought from the Bengali sweets store in town. I made some 
paran poli and the kids made some apple pie.”

“Oh wow, it looks excellent, putrobodhu. Really excellent. 
Shall we eat?”

“Of course, shashurima,” Shweta had a face-wide grin. This 
was the first compliment Digambari had ever given her. 

“Hmmm, this biriyani is the best I have had in years. I stopped 
making sobjirer biriyani a long time ago. The lasagna dish you 
made is very good too.”

“I’m glad you’re enjoying it, dadima,” Grace said. While the 
family made small talk, she added, “Since we are all here, I 
wanted to tell you something, dadima. I got accepted into law 
school! At Duke, in particular. I know I didn’t really tell you 
my life plans but…”

“Congratulations, konya! My granddaughter, the lawyer. Your 
dadu would have been proud.”

The entire Lahiri family beamed with pride. When Grace first 
told Bob, he looked up at the photo of  his father, and remem-
bered how proud he was when he got into medical school. 
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“Putrobodhu.” Digambari clasped her hands in her lap. “I’ve 
been hard on you. I know. But I really respect you for what 
you have done for this family. You had never even met me be-
fore, and you made my biriyani. You have educated all of  your 
children. All of  them firmly understand all of  their culture 
heritage. I thank you.”

Shweta had tears on her face. She immediately touched Di-
gambari’s feet out of  respect. Bob was pleased too. A lot of  
the resentment he had held much of  his adult life vanished. It 
relieved him. He was free. 

Later that year, on March 26, 1971, Bangladesh declared independence from Pakistan. On December 16, 
1971, Dacca, the capital of  East Pakistan was liberated. Sheikh Mujibur Rahman became the first Prime 
Minister of  an independent Bangladesh. The Bangladeshi war of  independence started a refugee crisis. Di-

gambari Debi Lahiri is an example of  one such refugees that left East Pakistan for a new life.

AfternoteAfternote

Although music concerts and festivals have 

been around for a long time, the evolution of  

them has been extraordinary. Seeing your fa-

vourite artist perform live is no longer a pipe 

dream, as it once was. Attending a music con-

cert does not require a long journey. In Toron-

to, there is always a concert near you that you 

can go to and have the time of  your life. Almost 

everyone nowadays has the opportunity to see 

a live show of  their choice at any time of  the 

year. Audiences are drawn to music concerts 

and live performances for a variety of  reasons, 

including nerve stimulation, relaxation, and 

anxiety reduction. Sharing the concert venue 

alongside the musician feels quite natural and 

not at all weird, as some may believe. When the 

audience at a music concert engages their cog-

nitive function while listening to music, they 

experience a reduction in stress. In addition to 

reducing stress, the researchers discovered that 

people who pay close attention to live perfor-

mances experience less anxiety.  A music event 

is a stress-relieving activity since you are paying 

attention to the live performance and sharing 

your experience with your favourite musician as 

well as other people. Attending music concerts 

is an obsession for some, but for the majority, 

it is simply a method to escape the world, even 

if  only for a day. Listening to a favourite band 

or performer play specific songs can bring you 

The Science of Concerts

back to the moment you first heard those songs, 

allowing you to relive the joy, innocence, lust, 

disappointment, grief, regret, or wrath you felt 

at the time. They also aid in the development 

of  a sense of  identity among the audience. The 

audience at a music concert feels as though they 

are all members of  the same family. Because of  

their shared interest in the artist and their mu-

sic, the audience feels closer together and is able 

to address each other as a community.

In conclusion, attending a concert and 
enjoying the music with thousands of 
other people is a positive, communal 
experience that helps you feel connect-
ed to others, which is beneficial to your 

mental health.

By: Leela Bhide
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  4. Taste of Little Italy 

  To start the summer off  right, be sure to go 

to the biggest street festival of  the season. From 

June 17-19, College Street will be packed with 

vendors, games, live music, and patios. There is 

truly something for everyone at this celebration 

of  Italian culture.  

5. Luminato 

 If  the arts interest you, then Luminato might be right 

up your alley. There will be venues across the city filled with 

contemporary performances, media, and visual arts. Take in 

the creativity from June 9-19.  

6. Hot Docs Festival 

 From April 28-May 8, this festival will show screen-

ings of  the latest creative documentaries in theatres across the 

city. If  you are interested in learning something new, be sure to watch one of  these latest films in the industry, 

and even if  you can’t make it to the theatre, their website has a great selection available to stream from home.  

 Soak up the sun, push through       

your finals, and get ready for an     

amazing summer this year. With   

restrictions loosening, there will be 

more and more to do and there will 

be something for everyone to enjoy.  

Six things to do this Season in Toronto
By Julia Apitz-Grossman

 The weather, apart from that one daring snowstorm in April, is finally warming up in Toronto, and 

that means that long-awaited time spent in the sun is finally drawing near. With this, however, comes the 

question of  what exactly is there to do now that it is officially spring? Whether you’re looking for things to 

do with loved ones or even on your own, here are six things happening 

this season that you don’t want to miss. 

 1. See the High Park cherry blossoms 

 Nothing quite says “spring” like the shades of  pink and white 

that scatter the paths and hills of  one of  Toronto’s biggest parks. Pack a 

picnic and make your way to these beautiful trees for a lovely afternoon 

outside.  

 2. Go to the Toronto  

  Flower Market 

  Stop and smell the flow 

  ers at the Toronto Flower   

  Market as it makes its  

  appearance this spring for its tenth year. The first one is set   

  to be held on May 7 and it will run monthly until October, 

so you will have many chances to get your hands on all things 

floral, all while supporting local vendors.  

  3. NXNE 

  In June, get ready for North by North East, 

an incredible music festival right here in the 

city. From June 14-19, there will be six days 

and six nights packed full of  amazing bands 

and performers in numerous music venues. 

There will be over 300 emerging artists, so be 

sure to check it out; you never know which will 

be the next greatest star.  
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THE WHISPERER. The notorious, slightly philosophical, mildly hamster-like 
(in diction), bane of the Writer’s Block. In this article I will attempt 
to delve into the mind of this esoteric writer (or writers), their cho-
sen techniques of compulsion, and ultimately the secrets hidden within. 

 First, who is the whisperer? Notably, there is never a writer 
associated with the classic Whisperer segments in The Writer’s Block. 
Why is this? In attempting to answer this question I delved into the 
mysterious nature of the prose, semantics and syntax of the various 
essays submitted to The Writer’s Block. 

Unfortunately, as of the present moment, there is simply a lack of in-
formation to back up any conclusions related to the identity or iden-
tities of The Whisperer. What can be said is there is uncertainty and 
ultimately chaos; a truth that can be verified through chemistry-based 
philosophies. Perhaps the writer is in the list of known writers or 
editors in The Writer’s block. Perhaps it is someone completely unaf-
filiated. Most likely, however, it is someone with power. Someone who 
can bend the pages of The Writer’s Block and allow the mysteries that 
are so often found in the words of The Whisperer to manifest in BVG. 

 Are there any goals to The Whisperer? As of yet, the Whisperer 
seems to offer a profound array of philosophical wisdom (unfounded 
perhaps, but wise nonetheless) on the world as it exists in the past, 
present, and future. In their comprehensive approach to these three 
sections of perception, they find expression: in this way (while often 
and unfortunately confusing), the Whisperer promotes mental, physical, 
and spiritual growth. Some may even say evolution. 

 I dare not say anymore in this topic of ever-increasing mystery, 
tragedy, and salvation. It can be noted that the limitations to this 
research endeavour were lengthy: the data is non-existent, the analysis 
was insufficient, and the findings were inconsequential. With regards 
to these limitations, one implication is profound and obvious: this 
topic requires further research. 

With all due respect, and in the hopes to speak with you soon, 

A CRITIQUE ON THE WHISPERER

The Speaker.

Tempo Rubato

 TEMPO RUBATO refers to a tempo marking 
that instructs a performer to play freely and expres-
sively. The performer must manipulate the speed 
of a particular passage in a certain way to enhance 
beauty and musicality within a piece. When this tem-
po marking occurs, the rules and rhythms defi ning 
music are blended, faded, and only musicianship re-
mains under the spotlight. 

 Outside the walls of music and inside the 
dome of reality, we often stumble upon many “tem-
po rubato” markings within our own lives—some 
obvious ones; love, faith, empathy. These moments 
call upon our judgement and our ability to improvise. 
They are out there, scattered throughout our pasts, 
our futures, and our presents like landmarks. We do 
not change the speed at which we hold these feelings.  
However, we do retain control over something much 
more extraordinary, our actions.

 We are performers in an anonymous com-
poser’s world. While we do not always write our own 
melodies, or conduct our own symphonies, each one 
of our voices, our instruments, stands to contribute 
its own form of harmony. Sometimes we encounter 
melodies, sweeping cadenzas, and perfect intervals 
that lead us towards rubato markings. These are the 
moments that feel like unconditional love,         un-
fl inching faith, and raw empathy.  These are the mo-
ments when we regain signifi cant infl uence over our 
lives. These are the times that feel as natural and 
smooth like the fl uidity of a bow across a string. 
These moments play in favour of the fl ow of life, and 
that is what makes us feel so helpless when the oppo-
site events occur. 

 Sometimes we encounter dissonance,                
diminished chords, and syncopated rhythms, which 
throw us off beat. Flustered and confused, we lack 

the vital knowledge that these events are still ruba-
to  tempo markings. These are the moments that feel 
like profound sadness, bitter anger, and red-hot em-
barrassment. For a moment, we forget that we are 
still performers, even when we play the wrong note 
or count a beat behind tempo. You cannot always rely 
on your heart to feel the rhythm of the music.

YOU.  MUST.  COUNT. 

 Count on your achievements, but also count 
on your mistakes. Ultimately, count on yourself to 
learn. 

 Music does not stop for a wrong note.                 
Music is fl uid like water. Music is fl uid like life. 
And learning to make the tide work in your favour 
is a skill that serves performers and people well. So, 
when you hit dissonance, when you trip on a rhythm, 
when you make a mistake, do not wait to be swept 
away by the overpowering energy of sound. 

Instead, respond with a melody. 

Respond with a major chord, a solution. 

Respond with rubato. 

Act freely and expressively by holding the   power of 
action to enhance the virtue of your life. 

And most importantly, 

Never.   Stop.   Playing. :)

By: Naomi Low
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eryone knows of  Achilles’ heel, but what about my massive weakness for chocolate cake? Perhaps it’s 

worth thinking about what your fatal flaw is. A craving for ice cream, possibly. 

 H I R A E T H 

 A longing for one’s own home. It pretty much summarizes the end of  every road trip – the feeling 

of  nostalgia for something familiar and also cozier than eight straight hours in a cramped car. 

 I N E F FA B L E 

 This is a funny word, because it literally means something so great it cannot be expressed in words. 

Apparently, it can: this word can. 

 L E U C O C H O LY 

 That rather unpleasant feeling you get when you spend your time doing trivial things. Mainly 

because you know you should be doing something a little more meaningful and useful, but you also want to 

do whatever you’re doing, so your mind becomes a battlefield in which two powerful opposing forces war. 

 M A L A R K E Y 

 This means meaningless talk, which could apply to a wide range of  things: lies, small talk, and a 

whole bunch of  other verbal constituents. Thankfully, we can be saved by the hero meaningful talk. There is 

much to discuss in the world, including our next word: 

 Q U I XOT I C 

 This word is a little sad. It means something that is too ideal, something that is too perfect to be 

achieved. It’s the pinnacle of  the optimist’s work. Even though right now, much of  what we are hoping of  

for our future is out of  reach and quixotic, perhaps the harder we can try, we can start to banish that word. 

 R I F F R A F F 

 This is a term for a disreputable person, one that you do not wish to associate with. It would make 

for a great retro version of  an insult. “You’re undesirable riffraff !” 

 S E R E N D I P I T Y 

 When events happen by chance in a fortunate way. Basically, good luck. 

 S K U L L D U G G E RY

 Everything criminal and underhanded falls under this category -somewhat pertaining to trickery 

and other Robin Hood-type things, but also more serious things, like every April Fools prank you’ve ever 

A Small Collection of Exceedingly Interesting Words
By Isabella Io

 The English language, like all other languages, is a grand thing. It contains more than a million 

words in total which can be combined in countless ways. Even the most avid logophile may only hope to 

learn a fraction of  it. Indeed, it is a true marvel of  complexity: grammar and sentence structure and imag-

ery and hundreds of  other different components. But, really, it all starts with the words.

 Words build our skyscrapers and our cityscapes. They give us the inspiration of  stories, the 

freedom to express our ideas, the ability to create beyond what we have ever dreamed. They are language’s 

fundamental building blocks. They explain ideas. Create new worlds. Open up discussions. Each word has 

its own definition and connotation, and characteristics that make each one unique. 

 And words can be quite unique indeed. When we think of  words, typical things such as ‘chicken’, 

‘paper’ or ‘Mr. Federico’s bagpipes’ come to mind. But there are more: ones that are esoteric and complex, 

or better yet, simply hilarious. There are words that are plain, and others that are melodic, and others that 

are impossible to spell. Words can be undeniably fascinating, funny, and relatable too. Some might make 

you stop and think, and others might make you laugh. 

 At any rate, words are always worth devoting a little time to studying. Here are a couple of  my 

personal favourites straight from the dictionary to mull over: 

 AG E L A S T 

 Don’t judge a book by its cover: agelast has nothing to do with age and nothing to do with order, 

either. It actually means a person who never laughs. Which, in my opinion, is the stuff  of  nightmares. 

D E F E N E S T R AT I O N 

 This is a wildly popular word due to its delightful meaning: the act of  throwing someone out the 

window. It is just as bizarre (and slightly disturbing) as it is funny: imagine what kind of  incident would 

have led up to the creation of  this word. 

 F U T Z 

 To waste time by busying oneself  with a pointless task. It’s interesting when you think about it: on 

what level is something a pointless task, and when are we wasting time or not wasting time? Are we futzing 

all the time, or are we never futzing? Only time will tell – if  you get what I mean. 

 H A M A RT I A

 A huge fatal flaw, the one that eventually brings about downfall. Everyone has their fatal flaw. Ev-
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 S O N D E R  ( F RO M  T H E  D I C T I O NA RY  O F  O B S C U R E  S O R ROW S ) 

 The realization that everyone in the world is living a life just as complicated as yours, with dreams 

and feelings and fears just as strong and real as yours. Which is really crazy when you stop and think about 

it: 7.8 billion different lives all going on right now. Even our own lives can be convoluted and maddening. 

But 7.8 billion other people are also living just as convoluted and maddening lives. 

 V E L L I C H O R  ( F RO M  T H E  D I C T I O NA RY  O F  O B S C U R E  S O R ROW S ) 

 The wistful feeling you get in a bookstore for used books. It’s even more satisfying as the 

pressed-paper smell of  new books. Just another motivator to reuse, reduce, recycle. You get to walk into that 

bookstore and feel nostalgic - and for what, you have no idea (reference aberystwyth). 

 WO K I N G  ( F RO M  T H E  M E A N I N G  O F  L I F F ) 

 This one is ridiculously relatable: when you enter the kitchen fully intending to do something only 

to forget what you want to do right before you do it. 

 So, that’s the end of  my mini dictionary. Hopefully the words contained within were as ‘exceedingly 

interesting’ as the title suggested. 

 Now that you have the definitions of  twenty-one words randomly floating around in your brain, 

what are you going to do about it? Maybe you can throw them into conversations so people can give you ‘oh 

wow, they’re so educated but also so eccentric’ looks. Or have heated philosophical discussions about it with 

strangers on the internet for no reason (because why not). Use them as trivia questions in a Jeopardy! style 

contest. Perhaps you’ll just end up falling asleep thinking about sonder, or woking, or quixotic, or ringlorn, 

and how ridiculous (and honestly, sometimes pretty funny) but relatable they all are. 

 At any rate, I hope this article was of  use. I hope its ineffable amount of  grammatical errors haunt 

your nighthawks. I hope that someday your friend will be futzing as they look for some malarkey, and will 

ask you for a list of  weird words, and it’ll be easier than you expected it to be. I hope none of  this gave you 

a sense of  leucocholy as you read it. 

 Words are powerful, and words are funny. They are strange. Inspiring. The words I found and put in 

this article are, to me, a mix of  all these. 

 Maybe there are words that you find incredibly interesting too, or maybe saddening, or perhaps 

gross you out (‘moist’ haters, I’m looking at you). Maybe you have a passion for writing stories with weird 

vocabularies. Maybe you hate English in general and wish you hadn’t read this article. 

 Whatever your situation on language is, I’m hoping you find the perfect, most absurd word ever, 

one more exceedingly interesting word. I hope that you find something that makes you love language, writ-

ing, storytelling, and reading a crazy amount. And I especially hope that’s not too quixotic of  me.

played. 

T E RG I V E R S AT E 

 To put it simply, to express conflicting opinions. I don’t think I need to say much more – or maybe 

I do. (I’m a little conflicted about the issue.) 

WA N D E R LU S T 

 A desire to travel - the opposite of  hiraeth. It’s when you want to leave behind the coziness of  your 

home to spend eight hours straight cramped in a car, but at least being compensated for the sheer agony of  

the situation as you see the glorious sights pass outside your window. 

 Here are a few other words I’ve collected. Even though these aren’t officially part of  the English lan-

guage, they were in the Dictionary of  Obscure Sorrows and the Meaning of  Liff, two books about made-up 

words and their definitions. I included them in this article because the English language is always growing 

and changing, and every word has to start somewhere – even in a joke dictionary of  made-up words. I also 

included them because why not? 

A B E RY S T W Y T H  ( F RO M  T H E  M E A N I N G  O F  L I F F ) 

 When you feel nostalgic for something, but the feeling of  nostalgia is more pleasant than the thing 

itself. Like childhood. It’s nice to be nostalgic for childhood, but then you remember all those embarrassing 

baby pictures, and every single time you cried at how hot the metal slide was in summer. 

 B A L LYC U M B E R  ( F RO M  T H E  M E A N I N G  O F  L I F F ) 

 This word can be used to describe any of  the six half-read books probably lying somewhere on your 

bed right now - or if  not your bed, your nightstand. Or your desk. All those dog-eared pages and makeshift 

bookmarks out of  tissue paper… yep. 

 N I G H T H AW K  ( F RO M  T H E  D I C T I O NA RY  O F  O B S C U R E  S O R ROW S ) 

 I’m sure we’ve all felt this one before: something that comes to haunt you but only late at night 

when you assume all your work is done. But then you remember that one thing left on your to-do list that 

you forgot about. That’s a nighthawk. 

 R I N G LO R N  ( F RO M  T H E  D I C T I O NA RY  O F  O B S C U R E  S O R ROW S )

 I would assume that this is for every single Lord of  the Rings fan. Ringlorn is the wish that the 

modern world was just as epic as the medieval fantasy ones we read about in our books – full of  dragons 

and warriors  and damsels in distress with their impossibly fluttery eyelashes. 
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on the light switch and then sat down at the computer closest to me. There 

must be something about Meighen on the computers. I thought. Using my amaz-

ing hacking and people skills I was able to fi gure out that the computer’s 

password was “password” and I logged on. I spent what felt like hours comb-

ing through fi les to try to fi nd anything related to Meighen, but it was 

really only 11.13% of a day. Unfortunately though, I found nothing. Then I 

decided to check the emails. As luck would have it, the fi rst email was very 

useful. The subject was “How to Install Norton Anti-MeighenHaters software 

to block and get rid of Anti-Meighen propaganda”. Meighen house was using 

the Norton antivirus software to get rid of Anti-Meighen propaganda and 

brainwash students! With this new and excellently horrifying information, 

I ran out of the IT room and out of the school to fi nd Raton at the Sinkhole. 

I was careful not to step on the line of Red-Hot Itchyworms™®©  around the 

sinkhole. The sun had not yet risen, so they were still protecting the hole. 

After getting past the worms, I climbed down into the hole. I found Raton 

at the bottom pacing back and forth and jumping up and down. I had been 

friends with Raton for a long time and could tell that he was doing his ner-

vous dance. 

“What’s wrong?” I asked him, “Did you forget to carry the 41 in your calcu-

lations again?”

“No, Meighen is after me.” He whisperered. “I have been spying for Wolf for a 

very long time. I thought Meighen House would never fi nd out but they did 

and now I’m on their hitlist. I have to leave. Now.”

He turned around faster than a snail and ran into the tunnels under the 

sinkhole. I ran after him and chased him through the network of tunnels. 

Soon, I caught up to him and asked him where he was going. 

“These tunnels stretch all over the world. I’m going to Greece,” he said, 

“There are mysterious mythical creatures in Greece who know and under-

stand all the knowledge in the universe. I am going to ask them how I can 

hide from something such as Meighen house.”

After walking for 108 more minutes, we fi nally reached another sinkhole. 

We climbed out and at the top, I saw the most beautiful things I had ever seen 

in my life. Four majestic and graceful creatures were standing at the base 

of a willow tree. One creature was a large bird with caramel brown wings. 

Dear Readers of BVG:
We/I, the writer(s) of the enigmatic/mysterious/electrifying Whisperer saga, have inter-
viewed the teachers who have consented to appear as characters in our crime/thriller/
mystery series. Head to the end to fi nd out their thoughts and feelings on their characters 
in this never-before-seen interview series

“The whisperer is tasteless, it is the defi nition of human failure. I would 

rather rewatch the emoji movie than read another article”

-Bob Sacamanto, Oscar-winning literary critic

“911 hello, i am currently kidnaped. My kidnappie is making me write bad 

fan fi ctions about a school, and not allowing me to write my actually fan 

fi ctions abut shreck and the minions”

“This is gonna be hyuuuuuuge.”

-Doald trump

I was shaken after seeing the Meighen house fl ag at Crescent. I felt like a 

giant shoehorn had grabbed me and had shaken me around. I wondered what to 

do next. How far does Meighen reach? Well, the fl ag pole reaches 25ft tall, 

which is 7.62 meters. 7.62 can be multiplied by 100 because 100% of the fl ags 

are on the pole. 7.62 times 100 is 762. The square of 25 is 625 and what does 

762 minus 625 equal? 137. Room 137 at Bayview Glen is the IT Offi ce. 

“Jeff come to me” I said to call the cloud of goats named Jeff out from their 

hiding place to come pick me up from the wasteland known as the Crescent 

School Parking Lot. When they arrived, I hopped on their backs and made my 

way back to Bayview Glen.

When I arrived at the IT room, the lights were off and no one was in there. 

Then I checked my watch and realized in was 2:74 am in the morning. I fl ipped 

Whisperer 7: The Shrek Sequel 

we deserved but never got

By the Whisperer
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plains:

It was desolation incarnate. Sandy hillocks waved into the distance under 

a blackened sky, and the whole place had an air of abandonment. A pale grey 

light drew out faint colours from the rock, as if lit by an endless light-

ning strike. I turned around. All around me were those hills, fading into 

the stormy black, identical and monotonous. In the silence so oppressive, I 

dared not utter a sound, and instead, started making my way in one direc-

tion. Suddenly, a bolt of lightning lanced down and struck the hill before 

me, revealing the mouth of a cave. I approached it, half in awe and half in 

trepidation, feeling my way into the darkness. I peered around the corner 

of the rock, and suddenly I heard a grunt from behind me, then a pain at the 

back of my skull, and I fell.

“Dear Queen Elizabeth, you are � e most beautiful w� an on earth. I v�  to be y� r fai� ful and l� ing 
husband until � e day I die, but I will not die because I am DUG � e caveman of math and I am 
i � tal, just like you and just like y� r undying beau� —”  

I came to slowly, blinking wearily through the fog of darkness that had 

taken me. I was lying on my back in a small, torchlit cave, and my hands were 

bound behind my back. A large caveman was hunched over in a corner, reading 

from something on the fl oor. 

“Dear 
 een Elizabeth, I kn�  you have a husband but he will die s� n. Then you and I can be toge� er 
for ever. Please let me be � e � e in y� r life…”

I examined the caveman more closely. He was wearing a furskin of math and 

held a club of math in one hand. His large, bulky form was mathematical and 

his hair was math-like. The caveman grunted as he fi nished a recitation, 

then swung around to face me. His mathematical eyes gleamed savagely.

“ME DUG, � e caveman of ma� . YOU WANT IN MATH KINGDOM, NOW?” he said, enunciating 

each syllable as if with a hammer. 

“Yes, I do--?” I said, unnerved by the mathematical brutality in his eyes.

“SOLVE RIDDLE, ENTER MATH KINGDOM. HERE RIDDLE. WHAT IS X OF EQUATION 

8y + 34 – 3325 = �3∑� �5 32� ×�6 3÷09—�<�%5 32 5�µ32�� �235�73 2 57∂���686 5384325 

+�����236 1������43 61246����� �� 254���13462 ����7125.329 3(3253)���integral calculus 

differentiated with a remainder of 9798ϖ  and a vertex of yes.”

I thought long and hard, remembering my maths. The number —�<�%5 32 5�µ32 

is composed of 5 digits, and is the fi fth letter in the alphabet of Klingon, 

and 5 plus 5 is 7, and 7 plus a vertex of yes gives you the yellow fi nger of 

death. Yellow fi ngers are also fries, for example I like eating fries. Mac-

donalds sells fries and seagulls eat fries but seagulls are not real and 

what else isn’t real you may ask, armadillos.  Armadillos are very mathemat

Another a dog-like creature with sterling silver fur. The next a grey-blue 

cat with pointed ears and sharp claws. And last, a big dark brown animal 

with paws as large as a watermelon. Mmmmmm…Watermelon. I thought and was 

briefl y distracted. Raton obviously saw me daydreaming about my favourite 

fruit because he nudged me and snapped me out of my thoughts. 

Raton started: “Greetings O’ Wise ones. My name is Raton and I am in great 

peril. I come to you in dire need of assistance. The Meighen house is after 

me because I am a spy for another house. I am on their hitlist. What should I 

do?” The animals paused for a moment, taking in Raton and his question. 

“Thank you for coming here and seeking our council. We are indeed the wis-

est beings on Earth, other than Mr. Winson’s Beard™®© ,” the cat said. 

“Although He resides in the heavens, so He does not technically live on 

Earth,” the bird chimed in.

“You won’t fi nd answers here. There is only one place you will learn what 

to do about Meighen,” said the dog-like creature, “You must go and fi nd 

answers in the Math Kingdom, but it is guarded by a strong and powerful 

caveman named DUG � e caveman of ma� . He has known weaknesses and will not let 

anyone in the kingdom unless they know how to fi nd the x of an equation 

that is 8y + 34 – 3325 = ∭3∑ε Θ5 32℃ ×№6 3÷09—⁅<‖%5 32 5�µ32⌀₾ �235�73 2 
57∂∋�∰686 5384325 +∢∲∺≒≨236 1⊄⊖⊑⊹⊷⋋43 61246⋇⋓⋕⋱⋶ ④⋽ 254�⨊⨷13462 
⩑⩉⩧⩸7125.329 3(3253)⪂⪩χintegral calculus differentiated with a remainder 

of 9798ϖ and a vertex of yes.”

“The Math Kingdom is where you will fi nd your answers,” said the cat, ”You 

must go there now if you hope to uncover the truth. You will be greeted with 

resistance, but tell the guards that you are Duke Rattenbury, and your en-

tourage was destroyed. They will believe you.”

The cat turned to the wolf, who held out a pair of glittering silver shoes. 

“These are the magical shoes,” the wolf said. “Tap your heels together and 

wish where you want to go, but only do so in case of emergency. They can be 

used once, and you will need them to escape the math kingdom. Good luck on 

your journey.”

Then the cat turned into a shopping cart named bob and wheeled away. I 

jumped on the back of it and it sped me into the distance and bam I was in the 
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minute staring at it and I was already floored: it was dominion and power, wrought in stone.
The coach stopped at the main gate, where a blue-plumed guard was lazily waving the fancier coach-
es in, and stopping the haycarts to check underneath them. We rolled into a busy square with a large 
fountain at its center, spurting water from four dragons’ golden snouts. A miniature statue of Mr. 
Winson’s Beard crowned the centerpiece. The coach pulled forward through the bustling crowd 
of peasants and merchants, and I heard the driver shouting, “Make way for the Duke! Make way!” 
The crowd seemed in no rush to oblige us, and so I waited in the carriage and looked around. The 
square was surrounded by timber-framed shops that leaned against each other like drunken friends 
at a tavern. At the mouths of wide roads that snaked out from the square and up the mountain, 
peddlers and vendors shouted bargain prices from tents, hoisting their wares in the air, claiming to 
be “Almost better than FABIS!” 
Slowly, the cart found its path and we clip-clopped up a wide boulevard where the crowd seemed 
to disperse, slightly. The coach rocked back and forth on the cobble, and I saw that houses lined 
the road. A little more tidy, and a little more prosperous-looking than the shops in the square, but 
still maintaining that energetic, hasty air. Children dressed in bright frocks and tunics ran across the 
street, their parents tending to the flower boxes under the houses’ windows or trailing behind them. 
At this point, I could see more carriages and horses on the road, coming from other streets that 
joined onto this one. 
“Where are all these coaches going?” I said, tapping on the ceiling.
“The Function Fights; that’s why you came, right?” the driver said, sounding a little amused and a 
little scornful, as if any chance to feel smarter than the Duke Rattenbury was welcome. 
I remained silent, regretting my question. I continued staring out the window. Slowly the houses 
began to grow grander and more ornate, as we winded up the road. Eventually, in a nearly empty 
square, we came upon a magnificent Church of the Beard that towered over all the other houses 
on the block, with a steeple that must have been at least ten stories tall. We passed underneath it in 
silence.
Finally, we came to the gates of the Palace. We must have been hundreds of meters above sea level; 
the air was feeling very thin and hard to breathe. Above the heavy oak doors that loomed before us, 
stone scrollwork unfurled across the arch, flanked by two giant statues of angels holding a protractor 
and a compass. The words Via Ad Gloriam Est Per FABIS were engraved in the crest at the top. 
The driver dismounted and opened the door for me; I stepped out in wonder, admiring the beauti-
ful stonework. Then, the doors swung open, and my wonder doubled. A sweeping marble staircase 
spiraled up in a perfect parabola, across a Cartesian plane tiled floor. The triple-height walls were 
painted in exquisite detail with the likenesses of Isaac Newton, Pythagoras, Euclid, Ada Lovelace, 
Mr. Deslauriers, and more. A black-suited valet led me through the entry hall, and I forgot to keep 
my fake noble mask on, so glorious was the palace. We climbed through mathematical wonders, 
past the unit circle, through the common logarithm, up the set of real numbers. My heart fluttered 
when I ran my hand through π. 
We made it to my room after a quarter of an hour in the mathematical menagerie, and the valet told 
me to ring the bell by the door should I have need. I sat down on the poster bed, and felt my mystic 

ical because there are three of them, and three divided by zero which is the 

number of trees the lorax ate is unfathomable, the word said in megamind 

the movie. Therefore, the answer is twenty nine.

“WRONG” DUG � e caveman of ma�  said. He took a knife and cut the ropes binding my 

hands, then lifted his club to smash my sklull in. No, I said. Not today. And 

then I sprang up from the rock fl oor and fl ung my hand out. Geraldo hit DUG
� e caveman of ma�  in the eye. “MY EYE” he screamed. As he was clawing at his eye, I 

ducked under his club and ran for the cave entrance. I tumbled down a rocky 

slope, and fell into a green fi eld. 

I lifeted my eyes up, and saw where I was. In the sky fl oated giant letters 

that read “THE MATH KINGDOM”. If we use deductive reasoning, we could see I 

was in the math kingdom. 

A low wall ran across the field, punctuated by stone watchtowers with thatched rooves. Math guards 
patrolled the crenellations , marching from one tower to another and back. 
“Halt!” one said, noticing me in the field below. “Who goes there?”
Remembering what the animals told me, I said, “Duke Rattenbury. I was attacked by bandits, and 
they killed my entire entourage. I was lucky to escape with my life.” 
“So sorry, my lord! We will have a carriage for you at once!” the guard said, rushing down the stairs. 
He opened the gate and ushered me into an elaborate coach, and told the driver to make way for the 
Math Castle. The driver nodded, then snapped his reigns, and we flew down the road.
The coach rattled and shook for miles, and farms and fields rushed by the window. It took hours, 
but eventually we slowed down when we reached a traffic jam. Coaches and carriages all crowded 
next to one another, with haycarts and wheeled cabins all jumbled in a giant mess, leading down the 
road to a distant mountain.
“What’s the traffic jam?” I said, rapping on the ceiling.
“Traffic, m’lord,” the driver said. “Always busy this time of year near the Math Castle.”
So we were close to the castle. The one place where I could get my answers. Eventually, we started 
moving, albeit at a much slower pace. After another hour in the noisy, hot crowd, we made it to our 
destination. I looked up.
Before us stood the embodiment of Mathematical might: The Math Castle. Stone walls zig-zagged 
crazily up and around a large mountain, homes and buildings of heavy timber and mighty blocks 
leaned out over the edges, and chimneys and spires pierced the sky in a frenzy of brick and smoke. 
Up and up the Math Castle went, impressions of jumbled buildings and cobbled streets, up the stone 
mountain, and at the top, hulking massively like a dragon over its hoard of gold: The Math Palace. 
It was a giant beast of stone at the very peak of the mountain, with steeply gabled chapels clustered 
above the higher houses like claws. The giant rose windows at the front shone with golden light, like 
a beacon of purity in the night, or a lighthouse casting its dominion over the rough seas. Buttresses 
flew across rooves, and towers, some thin as spindles and others as wide as city blocks, rose into the 
clouds with colourful flapping pennants, like war jousts hoisted proudly in the air. A low roar, much 
like the dragon it brough to mind, emanated from the city, so great and populated it was. Not even a 
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I slouched against the wall, feeling an awful pressure building in my heart. All this work and time on 
this adventure, and it ended here? It was not possible. I stayed that way for a while, I wasn’t sure how 
long, until eventually, something happened. 
I heard voices behind the door before I saw it open. 
“Are you sure we have enough for the fights?” a voice asked, imperious and commanding in tone.
“Yes, my Queen. We just found a new one today,” a guard replied as she opened the door. 
Into the room stepped no one other than Her Most Mathematical Majesty, Theresa McArthur, the 
Queen of Mathematics, ordained by the Holy Mr. Winson’s Beard. A commanding presence filled 
the cellblock, and I saw more than one prisoner wilt under her stare. She was decked in jewels and 
furs, and the heavy crown on her head was engraved with the number eight million. The tips of her 
boots stuck into my cell, and she stared down at me with calculating eyes.
“This one looks scrawny. I don’t think he’ll do,” she said to the guard, not taking her eyes off me.
The guard shifted uncertainly. “Not many stand a chance against a fully factored function, my Queen, 
but he’ll provide enough blood for the crowd, if we’re lucky.”
I blanched. Blood for the crowd? The Math Queen just nodded, calculating something in her mind. 
“Good, then you’re up to quota for this season, my queen,” a mocking voice said, and from the 
shadows materialized somebody I hadn’t noticed before. He wore a black cloak, and the letter M 
was embroidered on the front. 
The Math Queen, so famous for her stoic unshakeability, turned to the M-person and said with 
hatred in her eyes, “Yes, so tell Meighen to get off my back and go back to where they came from.”
The Meighen inspector merely smiled, a sickly thing on his oily face, and said, “I’m sorry, my queen, 
but you know I can’t do that. And I wouldn’t be so disrespectful with a Meighen agent; you know the 
consequences. The loss of the Ancient One hasn’t weakened us.”
“Yet,” The Math Queen whispered under her breath, and looked away. She cleared her throat and 
nodded toward the far end of the hall, and said, “Do you wish to see the rest of the gladiators?” 
And they walked away, the Queen and her guard, and the agent of Meighen tailing after them, like 
a shadow at dusk.

The next morning I awoke to two guards dragging me out of my cell, and a flurry of motion and noise 
in the cellblock. Knights and servants ran back and forth, carrying messages and shouting down the 
hall. I blearily struggled awake when I was already outside, in a dirt courtyard with fellow prisoners 
being dragged around by their guards. A small door was set into one of the walls, from behind which 
the roar of a crowd could be heard. Every so often a guard would drag a prisoner through the door, 
and the noise would quiet for a minute before it would scream in excitement and passion. Soon, my 
turn came, and a knight came over to me and pushed me through the door. 
I exited into a colossal arena, with spectators crammed into seats that stepped up at least forty meters 
into the air. A viewing box was built into the wall on my right, where I could see the Math Queen 
sitting next to members of the royal court, along with the real Duke Rattenbury. Ms. Fenili from the 
English Delegation was also there, and so was the Princess of Alaskan Cheese. 
“Are you ready for round three?” the Math Queen shouted into a silver megaphone. The crowd 

wonder wear off. The room around me was grand, though far less so than the lobby downstairs. 
Across from the bed was a large hearth with a steadily burning fire, and above it hung a painting of 
Mr. Winson’s Beard. A miniature statue of the Beard stood on the mantle, presumably for prayer 
purposes. The other walls had large, baroque cabinets pushed up against them, gently swollen into 
ovoid shapes. 
But I wasn’t here to admire the scenery, I was here to unravel a mystery. The animals had said I 
would find more information in the Math Kingdom, and here I was. Impersonating a duke, right in 
the heart of the Math Queen’s palace. I stood up and walked to the table at the far end, and found 
a folded note lying on it. I picked it up.

Her Most Mathematical Majesty Theresa McArthur the Queen of Mathematics looks forward to your audience today at 3 
PM. Please do not be late, and we look forward to your stay, Duke Rattenbury. 
Glory to FABIS, Glory to the Beard.
All Hail Meighen.

My heart dropped. It was one thing to fool a guard, but the Math Queen herself? She surely knew 
Duke Rattenbury. I would never be able to do this. There was only one thing to do. I searched 
around the room, pressing the wall panels, listening for anything that might suggest a servants’ hall, 
or a secret passage. Aha. The painting of Mr. Winson’s Beard echoed slightly when I rapped on the 
frame. I lifted it off its hook, and found myself staring down a torch-lit passage. I looked around at 
the room one last time, and put the painting back on its hook. I walked into the hall.
It wound downwards for a while, and deposited me into a storage room with covered furniture scat-
tered haphazardly across the floor. Cabinets covered in blankets and chairs draped in white cloths 
gave the impression of ghostly towers, and dust floated down from the ceiling in a quiet rain. I picked 
my way through the white city, and made my way to one of the small windows on the long wall. Light 
glowed from it, illuminating the furniture in an ethereal pall.
I reached the window, and looked outside. I was at least three stories above the mountain peak, and 
at least two hundred metres above the mountain below that. The ground receded into the distance, 
tiny people rushing like sand through the jagged streets below me. I wondered how the Math Queen 
must have felt, so high up above the world, all the time. Clouds must touch the soles of her shoes. 
“Hey!” a voice shouted. I spun around. A guard stood in the open doorway, halberd in hand, point-
ing it at my chest. He rushed forward and slammed me to the ground before I had time to react. 
“You’re coming with me,” he said, grabbing my wrists behind my back and dragging me through the 
ghostly city. He marched out the room and down the sparse hall, while I struggled and kicked all the 
way. He brought me to another guard at the bottom of the stairs, who pushed me down the next hall 
in turn. My feet scuffled against the uneven floor. At the end, he opened a door with a small grate in 
the front, and shoved me into the nearest cell. He locked the door and stared at me from behind his 
helmet. “Don’t try to escape,” he warned me. “You wouldn’t make it far.” He turned and strutted 
out the room, slamming the door behind him.
I could not believe what had happened. It was all too fast. I had gone from being Duke Rattenbury 
to wandering the halls to ending up in a cell in the belly of the Math Palace. I did not believe it.
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I opened my eyes.

And what I saw before me shook my eyes: economic interventionism. But even 

more shocking was the 7283592385 foot tall woman in a large bowl of cere-

al carrying a giant spear and the nation of mexico in her hand. “I am lady 

Margaret thatcher comma the goddess of punctuation comma” she said. “and I 

comma who am benevolent comma have decided to help you em dash you of all 

people em dash in your quest parentheses but not fully give you all the an-

swers parentheses period I will give you three information pieces period 

there are three things you need to know colon one comma two plus three is 

fi ve comma two comma capitalism comma three ellipses” I waited in silence 

and in fear for I knew that whatever the lady Margaret thatcher the god-

dess of punctuation had to utter next would change the course of history. 

“The downfall of Meighen is Nigh.” I felt my stomach drop to the bottom of 

my feet and I lurched forward, grabbing for something to steady myself on. 

The downfall of Meighen is nigh. Meighen, the elusive fi fth house, ruler of 

the house system, was going to come crashing down sometime in the future. 

What would this mean for the stability and order of our world? Then tha-

nos’s thoughts came to me: “perfectly balanced as all things should be” and 

I realied that I needed a balance beam to set things right. I had to fi nd one 

in rome Arkansas. The fate of the world depended on it. “will I fi nd a bal-

ance beam in rome” I said. “perhaps comma” the goddess of punctuation said, 

“but my work here is done exclamation mark you are now the axis upon which 

the world turns comma” she said. “but do you have what it takes comma to 

shoulder the weight on your soul question mark” and then she disappeared 

in a whoosh and left me standing in the void. Interesting, I thought, as the 

stars continued hurtling past me. A moment later, the sky ripped open and I 

tumbled out into rome, Arkansas.

It was a ghost town with creaky wooden buildings and cobwebs in the ground. 

I was in the town square, and a stone plaque was set in the ground in the 

middle. It said

 ‘ye be in rome Arkansas

The ghost town

There be one person in this place

She might be yon pirate but might also be

Professional chartered accountant

If ye solve this riddle

You will earn a fi ddle

screamed in response, stamping their feet and waving silver banners in the air. She smirked and 
leaned into the megaphone.
“PREPARE!” she shouted, “THE FUNCTION!”
A crew of beast-trainers ran out into the arena, with bridles and stirrups and other devices, crossing 
the field in a mad rush. Directly across from me, underneath the royal viewing box, a heavy portcul-
lis was set into the wall. Behind it, in shadow, I could see a massive form lurking in the dark, trainers 
rushing up and down its body, attaching armour and spikes to its form. 
“ARE YOU READY TO RUMBLE?!” the Math Queen yelled into her megaphone. The crowd 
roared.
“THEN RELEASE!” she shouted, “THE FUNCTION!”
The crowd went wild. 
The last of the trainers exited the arena, and the portcullis slowly began to rise. In the shadow, a 
massive beast was slowly unfolding itself. Stingers and claws, teeth and spikes all slowly extended 
from the main body. The function put one claw down, sending a shockwave through the ground. 
The crowd screamed. Then another claw. It stepped out into the sunlight and lifted its horrid, scaly 
head to the sun. It roared.
And then it charged. 
I screamed and ran for my life, jumping over obstacles and sliding under low bars. The function 
galloped at full speed towards me, and I jumped over a rock before it slammed its horns into the 
ground behind me, screaming madly with rage. It shook its stinger and dug it into the rock, nearly 
scraping my arm. I spun around and ran to the other end of the arena, hearing the function dislodge 
itself and roar again. This time, though, I cast around wildly for anything that could help me, and I 
picked up a small stone by my foot. The function reared on its hind legs, blocking out the sun, and 
flared its frills, sending the crowd wild. Then it dropped low to the ground and thrust its head for-
ward, curved teeth gleaming in the sunlight. I jumped out of the way at the last moment, and threw 
the rock at one of its eyes. 
It bounced off harmlessly. The function just blinked slowly, and then yawned its mouth wide open, 
revealing three more rows of razor-sharp teeth. I felt my stomach drop to the bottom of my feet and 
a horrible dread fill my heart, blood pounded in my ears.
The function lunged forward. I jumped out of the way at the last moment, and its jaws closed on air, 
and I ran and I ran and I ran and it swung a meaty arm out and sent me flying across the arena. I 
landed on the ground with a horrible crack, and lights danced in my vision. I was dimly aware of the 
function making its way towards me, and the sun too bright in the sky, and I realized this was prob-
ably the last moment of my life. A single tear ran down my face, and then just before the function 
prepared its death blow, I remembered something: the shoes. I could use the shoes the animals gave 
me! I tapped my shoes together and fervently wished, There’s no place like Rome, there’s no place 
like Rome… And just as the function lunged forward with open jaws, a thunderous explosion shook 
the stadium, and it looked like the day had torn open, and all the stars were tumbling down through 
a deep indigo sky. I watched the flames streak across the sky, and they grew brighter and brighter, 
until my vision was all white, and then, a horrible roar—
—and silence.
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physical education, science, english and lastly a one saying “the guild”. 

There in frnt of me they formed a circle but i was hidden under the railed i 

though as i signed a sign of relief. Then one spoke out “the ancient one is 

gone”, and then another “but he shall return”,” and there is cause for cele-

bration”, but we must keep cautin”, “ yes that pesky whisperer keep ruining 

out plans” “ yes but i have a plan to discard this annoyance”, what so math 

confederation” , “behold the function https://www.desmos.com/calculator/

mbxbk4m46y. With a sudden sound the glass shattered from the top fl oor. 

Falling form it cam a black siloette of a man dressed in black leather with a 

black t-shirt. His belt was full of anumnitition and his bants a dark brown 

shade.his hair stuck up straight and in one hand he held a intrantanious 

function and in the other he held a protracter. His face was strong and 

full of muscle but his eyes were blocked by a pair of jet black sunglasses. 

“I present the functionanator(universal please dont coppy right strike us 

editor)”. With awe the teacher council looked. “I need your functionss, your 

pencilss, and your  golf cart” said the functionanator. The teacher next to 

him and pased him a non-clear plastic bag that said functionanator things. 

Then the math teacher said once again in a frog like voice and with the 

functionanatior we will destroy this whisperer in the name of the ancient 

one by the power of our god of math mathumus prime there shall be noone who 

can stand against us. Especially with this great plan he said as he upend 

up a rachety old piece of paper. “In my palm in is 57 step plan to do the most 

dispicable thing. We shall put a extra packet of salt in the plastic unten-

tials bag.“ This shocked me to my very core. More than having to witness a 

sqoure try to eat a coconut. How could they do this. This would only lead 

t more waste. And if there was more waste that would mean more kids would 

trip on trash. And if that happened there would be more surfaces left open 

as the kids would be knocked out. Such leads to a end of days all the sur-

faces taking up the internet and making bayviewglens wifi  basically not 

exsitant. With this the teachers shoot agasped. Why had they not thought of 

a plan this great they each wondered except for a certian english teacher 

who had the power not to be in this story. But then one of the substitute 

teachers clapped. She was a librarian which could be told because she had 

fangs and wings. After all all libraries are vampires. Then one teacher 

clapped and then the next and then the next until all were clapping except 

for the weird one with a butter face. Then from the back a voice said “good, 

good”. All the teacher sloked and knelt. From above their backs i could now 

see it. It was a translucent blue hooded fi gure basically a hologram from 

starwarts. The verminator looked at him. It was just then i noticed that he 

controlled it by a tv remote. Obviously some dark math magic. “This will 

Skaboush”

I am dave” said a person in the square. You must fi gure out who the person is 

and it is not me, good luck. 

Turning away from dave i looked at the planes. They stretched so far i could 

see kansas which also had one person. But that person was running. And they 

were fast. As i saw their peachy skin fall off i saw green underneath. It was 

then i relized who it was. “Miss fenili i gasped” yes it is i, and i am here to 

defeat you one and for all. Just then she shoot out snakes named appoucha-

wachaz from one hand and chicken nuggits named uncle sam from the other. 

As i got tied up i thought. I was in america. And america has only three co-

lours red white and blue. This means all their rgb added together are 1350. 

Now if we take the tenth digit of number of presidents they have had 6 and 

divide by the number we get 225. Now 225 is a square of the coordinates of 

a funny state maine where the great gators live. As it is 15. Now every one 

knows that 15 obviously relates to lego seise 15 in miniature fi gures and 

it just so happens that there is a fi gure that relates to arkansas the farm-

er. Now the farmer is made up of 6 pieces. Now this is important because 6 

is the number of  bites i need to take out of moldy bread to see my pigiouns 

turn into t-rexes it means the miss fenili has a weakness like my t-rexes 

weakness to paper cuts. But what could it be. Then it hit me. Of course. It 

had to do with the nuggets. Because the nuggets were not dino nuggets they 

were not moist and decusting. This meant they could suck up spilled milk. 

Then i with my free hand picked up a cow and pushed into its belly. Sudden-

ly the cows mouth exploded in milk which sprayed miss fenili “how did you 

fi nd my weakness was american 2% milk”” i used Introduction to anthropol-

ogy, sociology, and psychology” “NOOOOOO” she said as she disapeader in a 

cloud of goats named jeff. But this time i jumped in. landing down i looked 

around. At fi rst i could only smell congee. And it was not the good type it 

was not the congee from conggie queen with their congee queen party tray 

with over 50 choices or their free sliced beef congee valued at 8.25$ with 

a minimum purchase of 40$ before taxthrough the congee queen app promo 

available through april 1 to april 30 2022 terms and conditions may apply. 

But after snapping out of my day dreams about congee I knoticed was at the 

bottom of the deck. This is where i fi rst met ratton and i had punched bubby 

mc berston the blubious of the blubywubynubybubys of the bubenstine bu-

berton beach basin in burbminastan fr being really scarry about ducks. But 

on the deck i heard some voices and not the usal ones telling me to eat dino 

nuggies which are bad. N the deck from what i could see were a line coming 

of hooded fi gures holding signs. oe said maths and another social sciences, 
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My nosies I need help. Can you fi gure out this clue? bargain man + german time

Mr. DesLauriers (Mr. Deslauriers):

How do you feel about the Whisperer?

I understood this one. I have a beard too though, so I don’t understand why Mr. Winson 

doesn’t follow around my beard.

How has this impacted your life?

(laughs) I can’t say it has impacted my life too much. The fi rst article made my brain 

hurt, but I understood the second one. 

What did you learn from this experience?

Stories don’t have to make sense for people to read them.

If you could go back, what would you improve on?

I could have done more to my character and not being destroyed by poisonous soup

How accurate is this portrayal of you?

I do like baseball. I like it more than programming.

What are your feelings on the 2010 Shrek: The Musical, DVD version?

There was one? I like the donkey.

Mr. Winson (Mr. Winson’s Beard™®© ):

How do you feel about the Whisperer?

It’s confusing, but fun. I do like skimming through it, and I follow it along for a while, 

but then it does get to a point where I don’t remember what’s going on. It is fun ride 

though.

How has this impacted your life?

I have casually mentioned to my friends that my beard has been featured in the school 

newspaper. They found it… interesting. I feel honoured that part of me is being repre-

sented in the school newspaper.

What did you learn from this experience?

What students might fi nd the most prominent feature of me is my beard, but I’m okay with 

that. I assume students have a fairly high opinion of my beard considering that it is 

being worshipped within the school newspaper.

please me very much, i do hope this will give me the power to fi nally take over all 

parts of the school” said the hooded fi gure “yes it will my master” the functionana-

tor said his red hair blowing in the wind “very good” spoke the hooded one “have 

i ever told you about darth 50’s slang the wise  I thought not. It’s not a story the 

current teachers would tell you. It’s a social studies legend. Darth 50’s slang was 

a cool lesson of social studies, so cool and so informational he could use the slang 

to create life… He had such a knowledge of the social sciences side that he could 

even keep the teacherss he cared about from retiring. The social studies side of 

the myblueprint is a pathway to many collage programs some consider to be unnat-

ural. He became so powerful… the only thing he was afraid of was losing his power, 

which eventually, of course, he did. Unfortunately, he taught 60’s slang everything 

he knew, then 60’s slang killed him in his sleep. Ironic. He could save others from 

retirment, but not himself.”

“tragic” said the functiaontor.

“wait! Who is that” the hologram said, pointing behind the functionantor.

“WHAT?” he turned, and saw me hiding behind the rails. 

I froze. A red light blinked on behind the functionator’s sunglasses, and he grinned. 

Teeth almost as sharp as the function’s glinted in the blue light from the hologram.

“DESTROY HIM!” it shouted. 

The functionator sprang. I dodged to the left, throwing myself behind the pile of 

bins marked SOS (must be where they keep the sauce), and the functionator crashed 

into the fl oorboards, sending splinters and wood fl ying. The other teachers backed 

off, forming a semi-circle around me and the functionator, watching with predatory 

interest. It felt just like the function fi ght again, and my muscles were throbbing. 

“No,” I said, unsure of why I was pleading or to whom, and the functionator spun his 

head toward me, and pulled his fi sts from the ground, cracking his fi ngers. Wood 

chips fell from his palms.

He reared back and charged forward; I ran further backwards onto the deck, near-

ing dangerously close to the railings. I leaped to the right, but the functionator 

adjusted with terrifying precision and slammed into me, pushing me to the ground. 

My head bounced off the wooden boards, and his face doubled in my vision. The func-

tionator lifted one hand, and slammed it down. I twisted my head and felt it brush 

my ear before it broke through the fl oorboards. The wind whistled through the hole 

he made. 

The functionator lifted another hand, and with my remaining strength I reached 

out and punched his sunglasses, knocking them off his face. He roared with rage and 

lifted me up, then strode to the edge of the deck, dangling me over the precipice.

The jagged edge receded into the distance below, and clouds swirled and fl ashed 

with lightning.

“No!” I begged, grabbing at the functionator’s sleeves, wriggling in his grip.

He only grunted, and tossed me over the edge.
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What are your feelings on the themes of 2010 Shrek: The Musical, DVD version?

I have not seen it but now I must.

Ms. Dybala (The Princess of Alaskan Cheese):

How do you feel about the Whisperer?

I think it’s a fantastic opportunity for students to demonstrate their creative 

writing skills. And it’s a great literary piece to enjoy.

How has this impacted your life?

It was quite eye-opening to see how some of my students see me, and it allowed me 

to perceive [their perceptions] based on their use of metaphors and analogies, 

and what they understood about me as a person and my teaching style.

What did you learn from this experience?

Students are always watching and listening. You never know what they will take 

away from your classes aside from the curriculum and the course expectations. I 

think it’s quite fl attering.

If you could go back, what would you improve on?

I don’t think I would change anything. I was purely entertained, and I enjoyed 

every episode where my character appeared. I would love to see the continuation 

of this character: Are they a static character, are they dynamic, what happens to 

them, who do they meet?

How accurate is this portrayal of you?

It’s pretty uncanny actually; it’s quite accurate. Minus the cheese part. 

What are your feelings on the themes of 2010 Shrek: The Musical, DVD version?

I will suggest we put it on our playlist for Prom 2023. 

Ms. McArthur (The Math Queen):

How do you feel about the Whisperer?

I like it. I like the imagery; I like the whimsy; I like the weaving together of 

complete craziness and small factual tidbits.

How has this impacted your life?

It actually made my husband and I laugh quite a bit. As I was telling him about it, 

I felt like a superstar for a brief moment and revelled in being the Math Queen.

If you could go back, what would you improve on?

I would get rid of all the other teachers and just focus on me for the entire news-

paper. I think that’s what people want to see and I want to give the people what 

they want. 

How accurate is this portrayal of you?

In actuality, it is a perfect representation of my inner psyche.

What are your feelings on the themes of 2010 Shrek: The Musical, DVD version?

I never saw Shrek the Musical, but I have seen the memes and the experiences that 

others have got from being part of the Shrek-verse, and across America there’s 

been lots of festivals about it. I appreciate what shrek the musical has contrib-

uted to that atmosphere.

Mr. Winson’s Beard:

How do you feel about the Whisperer?

I am God.

How has this impacted your life?

I am God.

What did you learn from this experience?

I am God.

If you could go back, what would you improve on?

I am God.

How accurate is this portrayal of you?

I am God.

What are your feelings on the themes of 2010 Shrek: The Musical, DVD version?

Brilliance. Absolute perfection. Also I am God.

Ms. Fenili (Ms. Fenili):

How do you feel about the Whisperer?

I like it

How has this impacted your life?

It has impacted me positively

What did you learn from this experience?

I think what I have learned is that there are lots of different ways to tell a sto-

ry; not all of them make sense to me.

If you could go back, what would you improve on?

I don’t know what I would implore because I did not write it.

How accurate is this portrayal of you?

I say it was accurate.
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What did you learn from this experience?

To be wary of the imagination of students.

If you could go back, what would you improve on?

More scenarios when the Math Queen is awesome and victorious.

How accurate is this portrayal of you?

I am the queen of my domain in the classroom, although I don’t think that Mr. 

Winson’s Beard is actually sentient.

What are your feelings on the themes of 2010 Shrek: The Musical, DVD version?

I like the themes. I like the fact that it’s trying to teach you that you don’t have 

to be pretty to be awesome.
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